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 The Mathematics Genealogy Project includes the following information about Georg Frobenius: The first. Published his first
work in 1893 with names of all of the “great” mathematicians. He had proved the first “half” of the Fundamental Theorem of

Galois Theory. Therefore, the first half of his thesis work was done by his teacher. He gave a two-day seminar at the University
of Göttingen in 1893. Because he was a Jew, the anti-Semitic movement around him prevented him from visiting Göttingen in

1894, but the rector of the University allowed him to stay and finish the remainder of the work. He gave the lecture series again
in 1893, 1895 and 1900 in Göttingen, but the same problem was encountered in 1894. Because he was a Jew, he was allowed to

live in Berlin, where he gave the seminar lectures in 1896 and 1897. In these lectures, he constructed his linearized and
regularized theory of “abstract algebra” and gave the first basic example of a “transformation group”. He gave the seminar again

in 1900. Because he was a Jew, it was again difficult for him to visit the University of Göttingen in 1902. In his last lecture at
Göttingen, he gave his opinion that since 1896 his group theory had been only a special case of group theory. In 1902, he moved

to Kiel. Here, he spent his last years. His main achievement was the construction of his linearized and regularized theory of
abstract algebra, which is the foundation of modern abstract algebra. In the Mathematics Genealogy Project, the following is
noted about the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory: Carl Friedrich Gauss C.F. Gauss has proved the other half of the

Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory. He started his work on Galois Theory in 1801 and published his book in 1801-1802. In
that book, he proved only what was needed for his work on elliptic curves. It was not until 1831 that the General Theory of

Galois Theory was completed. Gauss died in 1855. Georg Cantor Georg Cantor is considered to be the founder of set theory. He
is known for his study of the “cardinal numbers”. He was a student of Carl Friedrich Gauss and Friedrich Ludwig Jahn. He was

born in 1845 and died in 1918. 82157476af
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